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Alabama Power’s FoundersAlabama Power’s Founders
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William Lay founded Alabama Power Company on Dec. 4, 1906 in Gadsden, AL.  Although he had the vision 
and Congressional approval to build a dam, Lay lacked the money to make that dream a reality.  In 1910, he 
was purchasing and clearing land but was about to abandon the project because he was unable to find 
additional financing to go forward.  In 1911, he met James Mitchell who had come to Alabama to survey the 
state’s potential for hydroelectric power development.  With financing from Great Britain, Mitchell formed 
Alabama Traction, Light & Power Company, a holding company to consolidate electric power development 
interests in the state.  At this time, James Mitchell met Thomas Martin, an Attorney in Montgomery, who was 
involved in writing the state’s laws on dams.  With Mitchell’s experience and financial backing to build a 
company and Martin’s knowledge of Alabama’s unique political landscape and knowing the right people, they 
were able to work together to get things done.  These interests were eventually consolidated under the 
name of Alabama Power Company.   This marked the beginning of affordable, reliable electricity that would 
transform Alabama’s economy and vastly improve the quality of life for its citizens.



Construction of Corporate HeadquartersConstruction of Corporate Headquarters

Early 20th CenturyEarly 20th Century Late 20th CenturyLate 20th Century
The Corporate Headquarters of Alabama Power Company has made its way from a thirteen story  
architectural “World’s Fair” award winning giant of the early 1920’s to a modern multistory building 
of the late 20th century. The first Corporate Headquarters building was inhabited in 1925 and 
remained that until 1958 when an addition was built on the north side of the Headquarters on 18th

Street North. This building was better known to the employees as the Blue Building. In 1986 an 
even more modern addition was added including an eighteen story office tower, an atrium with 
food court and an employee/fleet parking deck that completely filled the block between 17th and 
18th Street North and between 6th and 7th Avenue North. This is the Corporate Headquarters of 
Alabama Power Company in Birmingham.



Construction Past and PresentConstruction Past and Present

Early 20th Century   Early 20th Century   Late 20th Century Late 20th Century 

Line construction in the early 20th century was quite different from today. After the lines were 
projected, they had to be surveyed and the rights-of-way cleared by hand. The crews and material 
were often transported to the work sites by mules and wagons. After construction was complete, 
the lines had to be inspected, occasionally from horseback, prior to the lines being energized.  
In today’s world the lines are projected, surveyed and machines clear the right-of-way and debris 
is disposed of properly. Bucket trucks, material handlers and various other equipment are used to 
transport crews and material to the work sites and to assist the crews with construction. 
Occasionally even aircraft are used in Line Construction.



Distribution Operating CenterDistribution Operating Center

Early 20th CenturyEarly 20th Century Late 20th CenturyLate 20th Century

Early experiments in radio technology by Alabama Power engineers led to the creation of WSY, 
the state’s first licensed radio station. The station was created by Alabama Power to keep in touch 
with line crews in isolated areas. Today’s technology allows Distribution Operation Centers to 
monitor system conditions with “real time” data from substations, line devices and customer 
meters. Field personnel are dispatched via radios, telephones and an Automated Resource 
Management System. Service orders and trouble calls can be routed to laptop computers located 
in the field personnel’s vehicle. Line work performed by crews is coordinated using an Electronic 
Map Board for switching and tagging purposes. Updated weather forecasts and radar are used to 
coordinate routine work and power restoration efforts.
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Pole Spotting MapsPole Spotting Maps

Early 20th CenturyEarly 20th Century Early 21st CenturyEarly 21st Century
APCO Distribution maps were once engineered and maintained using mechanical drafting 
tools on vellum paper. These maps were stored and recorded until modifications were 
made to the distribution system. At some point, the data management center created 
computerized shapefiles of each pole and line into a database using a custom tool called 
the APCO Importer. This data was then converted into a spatial geodatabase. At this point 
Alabama Power already had an electronic map board that had sectionalizing and primary 
only. The electronic map board was being used by the Operations Centers.



ArcMapArcMap

ESRI ArcMap is used by Alabama Power Company for various production and analytical 
tasks. It is used for Work Estimate postings, Pole inspections, work estimate designs, 
mapping, streetlight and attachment inspections. This is just a sample of what we are 
using ArcMap for on a daily basis. The data that is managed using the GIS software is 
soon to be the source data for our new Electronic Operations Maps and is already being 
used as the source data for our reliability studies and planning group.
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GIS Mapping Data Is Integrated with GPS Navigation Systems GIS Mapping Data Is Integrated with GPS Navigation Systems 

GPS

Another technical enhancement in the Timeline is the integration of the Geographic 
Information System (GIS) with the Global Positioning System (GPS). The Data 
Management Center makes the GIS data available on the Website where the field 
personnel can download to the GPS units in their vehicles. With the mapping data being 
GPS based on Latitude and Longitude, the crews are now able to use their GPS units to 
locate important sites and facilities in the company’s Distribution and Transmission 
Systems. This integration has also proven very beneficial in emergency situations when 
outside crews are called for assistance. They download our GIS data to their GPS units 
for faster location of our important sites and facilities. The cost savings from this 
integration has proven to be beneficial in these economically stressed times.



Work Estimate TrackerWork Estimate Tracker

The Work Estimate tracker is designed to track all work estimates, 
approximately 30,000 per year, received by the DMC. It creates daily reports of 
work estimates that are complete and ready to be posted to the Database.

Received By OPC



Data IntegrityData Integrity

The GIS data at Alabama Power was collected by both putting people in the field with GPS 
technology and by using older outdated paper maps. This data conversion was completed over an 
18-month period. Due to the fast data entry and the older maps, the data quality did not meet 
company expectations. To assist with the challenge of getting the GIS data to where it is reliable 
and accurate, we built a custom data quality assurance tool. This tool is running Access queries 
against the default database daily. The output is monitored by reviewing charts and graphs like the 
ones in this slide. These are used by a team of people that are assigned to GIS data cleanup on a 
full-time basis. This is used in conjunction with validation and cardinality rules that are set up to 
company specs.



ESRI World Imagery Layers in the DMCESRI World Imagery Layers in the DMC

The ability to insert imagery into GIS has become a vital tool in data correction. As the 
pictures indicate, the Before Image picture shows a typical Underground Residential 
Distribution drawing that the DMC installs. Before we utilized imagery, there was not an 
ideal way to show how well our data matched the field. This only worked if the 
surrounding data was already geospatially correct and could be used as anchor points. 
The After Image picture shows that not only can the area in question be corrected but 
adjoining and surrounding areas as well.

Before ImageBefore Image After ImageAfter Image



Advanced Metering InfrastructureAdvanced Metering Infrastructure

AMI is the latest technology used by Alabama Power to continue efforts to reduce cost 
and increase customer satisfaction. AMI meters have the capability to be connected and 
disconnected remotely. AMI meters can remote to other AMI meters to send signals 
back to an operator, who can determine if there is a problem with the meter. The Data 
Management Center is in the process of linking the customer’s account record to the 
transformer that serves the customer. The transformer’s location number will then be 
placed in Customer Accounting which is linked with our Outage Management System. 
This gives us the ability to pinpoint exactly where an outage is occurring. 

Early 20th CenturyEarly 20th Century Early 21st CenturyEarly 21st Century
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IDMS-Integrated Distribution Management SystemIDMS-Integrated Distribution Management System

The Navigation Overview, which is the “main” screen displayed, is on the left. On the 
right is Geographical Map view and on the bottom is the SCADA Alarm Viewer in IDMS. 
The polygons in the Navigation Overview represent the extents of each substation and 
associated feeders – it can be used to quickly click on a polygon and make that station 
center in the Geographic display. This can provide a means of quickly jumping from 
Birmingham to Mobile (250 miles) in a single click. The Geographic view provides all 
Pan/Zoom features and mouse operation of device-specific operational functionality for 
the Distribution Operator. All features, including Land base, are fully controllable with 
regard to zoom-based visibility and layer control. All electrical distribution and land base 
features are provided by the GIS. 



IDMS-Integrated Distribution Management SystemIDMS-Integrated Distribution Management System

This is a graphic showing Outage Incidents on the Geographic view at the location 
where the OMS has predicted as the sectionalizing point of the outage. The incidents 
are represented by the red “i” symbols.



IDMS-Integrated Distribution Management SystemIDMS-Integrated Distribution Management System

This is the OMS tabular display. On the left screen is the Navigational Overview 
showing polygonal outlines of Outage Areas as well as the corresponding Incident 
Symbols. Floating the mouse over the Incident Symbol causes the “fly out” to show 
the Incident ID, Crew Assignments, Estimated Time to Restore, and number of 
customers out. The right half of the screen is the tabular view of the outages. Note 
that the line highlighted in blue corresponds to the same Incident shown on the Nav 
Overview. The “Globe” icon on the tabular display will invoke a zoomed in view of the
outage back on the geographical view, so it is completely linked and interactive. 



Thank you for attending!Thank you for attending!

Contact Information:
Scott Edwards 
scedward@southernco.com
205.257.4465

Contact Information:
Shelby Allen Mitchell
shallen@southernco.com
205.257.1056


